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QUESTION 1

Which of the following elements are required to create a customer-specific drilldown report for New General Ledger
Accounting?(Choose two) 

A. Variables 

B. Characteristics 

C. A form 

D. A report header 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

A company wants to use Profitability Analysis (CO-PA) to obtain an early analysis of their anticipated profits. Which
functionality provides the best results? 

A. Transfer the plan balance data from Fl to account-based CO-PA and use record type "F" for analysis. 

B. Analyze sales quotation as a detail value. 

C. Transfer the plan data from the "Sales and operation planning" to costing-based CO-PA and use record type "P" for
analysis. 

D. Transfer sales orders and quotations from SD to costing-based CO-PA and use record type "A" for analysis. 

E. Transfer sales orders and quotations from SD to account-based CO-PA and use record type "F" for analysis. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the correct sequence of the critical tasks in a New General Ledger Accounting migration? 

A. 1. Close previous fiscal year using classic G/L 

2.

 Switch off classic G/L 

3.

 Perform new G/L migration and turn on new G/L 

B. 1. Close previous fiscal year using classic G/L 

2.
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 Perform new G/L migration and turn on new G/L 

3.

 Switch off classic G/L 

C. 1. Switch off classic G/L 

2.

 Perform new G/L migration and turn on new G/L 

3.

 Close previous fiscal year using classic G/L 

D. 1. Perform new G/L migration and turn on new G/L 

2.

 Close previous fiscal year using classic G/L 

3.

 Switch off classic G/L 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following do you define in the general data selection of a Report Painter report? 

A. Parameters valid for all rows and columns. 

B. Parameters for the report to report interface. 

C. Default values for the definition of rows and columns. 

D. User, date, and time of report creation. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

How can you separate vendor payments for construction advances from regular down payments? 

A. Configure a new vendor account group and assign construction advance vendors to it. 

B. Perform a separate payment run for payment of construction advances. 

C. Make regular down payments, open them for update, and flag them as down payments. 

D. Create and use a Special General Ledger indicator for construction advances. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A customer plans to prepare their processes for legal consolidation. Which options are possible to assign the trading
partner in the system?(Choose two) 

A. The trading partner can be assigned in the material master directly. 

B. The trading partner can be assigned in a profit center directly. 

C. The trading partner can be assigned in G/L accounts directly. 

D. The trading partner can be assigned in customer and vendor master records. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 7

What runtime environments are provided by SAP NetWeaver?(Choose two) 

A. WebSphere AS 

B. Apache Tomcat 

C. ASABAP 

D. AS Java 

E. Boss AS 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 8

How would you explain a market segment in CO-PA? What is a market segment in CO- PA? 

A. A certain value combination of the defined characteristics. 

B. A predefined value combination for the characteristics delivered by SAP. 

C. A certain combination of the defined characteristics and value fields. 

D. A certain characteristic combination of predefined values. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9
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A company requests CO-PA reports with more detailed information. Which methods help to achieve more details in the
CO-PA cost analysis?(Choose two) 

A. Refine the asset valuation area settings and the account determination logic for assets. 

B. Refine the cost component structure in CO-PC and optimize the assignment to value fields. 

C. Define a cost splitting structure in the overhead surcharges to different characteristics in CO-PA. 

D. Use an allocation structure in the assessment cycle to CO-PA to assign different cost elements to different value
fields 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following is a typical process sequence for selling products from stock? 

A. Purchase requisition -> Delivery/transport -> Dunning and payment -> Billing 

B. Incoming order -> Transport/delivery -> Billing -> Dunning and payment 

C. Purchase requisition -> Billing -> Transport/goods receipt -> Dunning and payment 

D. Incoming order -> Goods receipt/transport -> Dunning and payment -> Billing 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

A customer using account based CO-PA sells material from stock. How is the \\'cost of goods sold\\' transferred and
valuated? 

A. Material costs are taken from the goods issue posting (valuated with cost component structure). 

B. Material costs are taken from the goods issue posting (valuated according price control). 

C. Material costs are taken from the billing document (valuated with cost component structure). 

D. Material costs are taken from the billing document (valuated according price control). 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

A company creates a cost center-related purchase order and complains that the commitment is not visible in the current
commitment report, although commitment management is properly setup in CO. What is a possible reason? 

A. Commitment relevance is not activated in the relevant vendor master record. 

B. Commitments are not posted real-time, but with a periodic transaction. 
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C. Commitment relevance is not activated in the relevant material master record. 

D. The commitment is already posted, but only visible in the report of the future period based on the planned goods
receipt date. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

What is the main idea of SAP NetWeaver Information Lifecycle Management (ILM)? 

A. ILM complements data archiving with retention management and retention warehousing. 

B. ILM replaces data archiving. 

C. ILM is the new tool to archive SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse objects. 

D. ILM is an external storage system delivered by SAP 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Where do you have to activate commitment management to enable posting commitments on cost centers? 

A. Cost center master record 

B. Controlling area 

C. Standard hierarchy 

D. Cost element master record 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

A customer needs an error message to be displayed when the internal order budget has been exceeded by 15%. How
can the customer achieve this?(Choose two) 

A. By entering the budget profile in the order type. 

B. By customizing the tolerance limits for the budget profile. 

C. By activating availability control in the controlling area. 

D. By entering the budget profile in the order master data. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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